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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group, p be a prime, k be an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p. The endomorphism ring of the permutation module 
Ind,G(k) (where SE Sylp(G)) holds much information about the fusion of 
p-subgroups of G, as well as information about the p-modular represen- 
tations of G. 
In the first section of this paper we will substantiate this statement. First, 
we show that the non-trivial subgroups of S which occur as vertices of 
indecomposable summands of the module Indz(k) constitute a conjugation 
family for S in G. Next (and independently of the first part) we give a ring- 
theoretic proof of Frobenius’ normal p-complement theorem. As well as 
considering this proof to be of some interest in its own right, we hope that 
some of its ingredients might point the way to purely ring-theoretic proofs 
of analogous results in block-theory. 
In the second section of the paper, we turn our attention to the simplicial 
complex, A,, associated to the poset of non-trivial p-subgroups of G (as 
studied by Quillen [8], Webb [lo], and others). We combine a recent 
result of BurryyCarlson and Puig ([2]: f or example) with an observation 
of Quillen [S] to prove that a certain virtual module (naturally associated 
to Ap) is a virtual projective module (a result of Webb [IO]). Again, we 
feel that our methods of proof give scope for generalization. 
Next, we consider Quillen’s conjecture that if the simplicial complex A, is 
contractible then O,(G) # 1, (if G is finite) [S]. We prove that if A, is con- 
tractible, then every hyperelementary p’-subgroup of G normalizes some 
non-trivial p-subgroup of G. We illustrate how this result may be applied 
by using techniques from local group theoretic analysis to show that if 
p > 5 and every minimal normal subgroup of G is either a 2-group or a 
direct product of simple groups of characteristic 2-type, then the complex 
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d, is not contractible (see Theorem 2.6 for a more precise statement). We 
also obtain results in the case p = 3, and our techniques could be adapted 
to prove other results of a similar nature. 
1. Fusror; AND PERMUTATIO?; MODULES 
1.1 Conjugation Families 
Let the notation be as in the introduction. A subgroup, H, which con- 
tains S is said to be strongly p-embedded in G if iV,(Q j < H whenever 
1 #Q < S, but H # C (strongly 2-embedded is usually abbreviated to 
strongly embedded). This is equivalent to the requirement hat p j’i H c H”l 
for a!1 g E G!,H, yet p i 1 HI. 
We recall that a conjugation family for S in G is a collection of sub- 
groups of S, say F’, such that whenever Q, QR < S for a subgroup Q, of S? 
we may write g = ch L . . . /I,, where c E C,( Q ), for each i there is some FI E F 
with /z,EN,(F,), and where Q, Qhl<FL: Q”!“‘“‘mm’2 Qhl”‘“l<Fi for 
2,<i<n. 
Goldschmidt [5] has proved that SO u (S! is a conjugation famiiy %r S 
in G, where go is the set of non-trivial proper subgroups, Q. of S such that: 
(i) For some T~sylp(G), Q=Sn T. and both N,(Q) and NT(Q) 
are Sylow p-subgroups of XG(Q). 
(iii Q E SY~P(O,,.,(N,(Q))), 
(iii) Z(Q) E Sylp(C,(Q)). 
(iv) X,(Q)/‘Q has a strongly p-embedded subgroup. 
Our first lemma is stated for our later convenience, although various 
forms of it are known already. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Q be a non-trivial proper subgroup of S such that 
~VS(Q) E S~l,i~~~iQ)), Q E S~l,(~,~,,i~~~(Q)fh ZiQ) E s~l,(C~iQ)) and 
Nv,(Q )/Q has a strongly p-embedded subgroup. Then: 
(i) For some T~syl,(G), we hate Sr? T= Q, and NT(Q)s 
SY~,W,(Q)). 
(ii) NG( Q)/QC,( Q) has a strongly p-embedded subgroup. 
ProojY Let Z= NJ Q)/Q, etc., and let N,(Q) be contained in the 
strongly p-embedded subgroup, R, of N. Let H be the full pre-image in 
NJQ) of R. Then for any XE N&Q)\>H, we have N,(Q)nN,(Q)“= Q. 
Choose XEN&Q)~>,H, and let T~syl,(G) with NS(Q)-c T. Then 
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NT(Q) E SY~,W~(Q)), and we have Nsn AQ) <N,(Q) n N,(Q)” = Q, so 
Q=SnT, as SnTis ap-group. 
As Z(Q) E Syl,(C,(Q)), it follows that C,(Q) has a normal p-com- 
plement (for example, by Burnside’s Transfer Theorem), so that 
PC,(Q) = Q x O&o(Q)). 
Suppose that NdQYQWQ) h as no strongly p-embedded subgroup. 
Then N,(Q) = HO,.( C,( Q)) (otherwise HO,( C,(Q))/QC,( Q) is easily 
seen to be strongly p-embedded in NJ Q)/QC,(Q), as R is already strongly 
p-embedded in m). Thus O,(C,(Q)) 4 Z7. 
If Ns(Q) contains a subgroup of type (p, p), then by [6, Theorem 3.3.3 J 
we have O,(C,(Q)) < (N&(X): 1 #X< N,(Q)) <R, a contradiction. 
Otherwise, N,(Q) has a unique (central) subgroup of order p, say 1 Then 
the image of N,V(X) is strongly p-embedded in iVJQ)/QC,(Q) (this image 
is a proper subgroup of NdQYQC,(Q), as Q~syl,(o,,,,(N,(Q))), 
contrary to our assumption. The proof of Lemma 1.1 is complete. 
We now show that the subgroups of S which occur as vertices of the 
indecomposable non-projective summands of Ind,G(k) form a conjugation 
family. Of course, k (with trivial G-action) is a summand of Ind,G(k), and 
has vertex S. Thus it suffices to prove: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Q E SO. Then there is an indecomposable summand (in 
the principal p-block) of Ind,G(k) with I;ertex Q. 
ProojI The theorem of Burry, Carlson, and Puig (e.g., [2]) tells us that 
Green correspondence gives a one-to-one correspondence between 
indecomposable summands of Ind$(k) with vertex Q, and indecomposable 
summands of Res$G,Q, (Indz(k)) with vertex Q. 
By Mackey decomposition, then, it s&ices to prove that Indz{g,‘(k) has 
a summand with vertex Q (and by the relationship between Brauer 
correspondence and Green correspondence, it suffices to prove that this 
summand may be chosen to lie in the principal p-block of ZVJQ)). 
By definition of go, and using Lemma 1.1, there is a subgroup, H, 
of NAQ) such that Qo,, (C,(Q)))c H, WQO,, (C,(Q)) is strongly 
p-embedded in NJ Q)/QC,( Q), and iV,( Q) c H. Then Q E Syl,( H n H”) 
for all x E NJQ)\H. We consider the module bid?(Q)(k) (which is “really” 
the inflation to an N,(Q)-module of Ind : jY$@Qy(Q)(k)). Now by a result of 
L. L. Scott [9], any vertex of IndF(Q)(k) is a Sylow p-subgroup of Hn HJ’ 
for some y E NJQ). Thus Indz(Q)(k) = k@ (terms with vertex Q). 
Since pk[H: NJQ)], k is a summand of IndgsscQ,(k), so Ind2(QJ(k) is a 
summand of Ind~~~~(k). Since H<N,(Q), Ind.F(Q)(k) has a summand 
with vertex Q, so Ind~$~(k) has such a summand. This summand lies in 
the principal p-block if NJQ) for as O,.(C,(Q)) c H it is “really” an 
indecomposable module for NJ Q)/O,.( C,(Q)), and the principal p-block 
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is the unique p-block of W,(Q)/O,.(C,(Q)) (as Z(Q j E Syl,(C,(Qj j and 
Q E SY~,(O,,, ,(N,JQ))) this follows from a variant of a well-known 
theorem of P. Fong [4] (Fong’s theorem was proved for p-solvable groups. 
However, it is well known that the argument is equally valid for the more 
general class of p-constrained groups)). 
1.2. Transfer and Permutation Modules 
Let the notation be as before. When X is a subset of G, we let 8 denote 
c XE xx in kG. The left kG-module Ind$Jkj may be identified with the 
left ideal kGS of kG. As in [ 11, there is an algebra morphism 
os: kGS -+ End,,(kGs), given by as(a) [s] = srx” for x E kGS (where 
(C /i,g)O = 1 i”, g ~ 1). 
We illustrate the power of this observation with a self-contained proof of 
Frobenius’ normal p-complement heorem. Some of the arguments used are 
quite standard, of course. 
THEOREM 1.3. The following are equivalent: 
(ij Whenever two elements of S are conjugate in G they are conjugate 
in S. 
(ii) Whenever Q is a p-subgroup of G, N,(Q)/C,(Q) is a p-group. 
(iii) Whenever Q, Qg c S we may write g = cs where c E C,(Q), arzd 
s E s. 
(iv) The morphism as is surjective. 
(v) G has a normal p-complement. 
Proof. Suppose that (i) holds, but that (ii) does not. Then we may 
choose a subgroup, Q, of S of minimal order subject to: NG(Q)/CG(Qj is 
not a p-group. 
Let XE N,(Q)\C,(Q) be a p’-element. Then by (i), we have 
[Q,x]=(u-‘ux:u~Q)~(u-‘us:u~Q.s~S)=[Q,S]. Since S is 
nilpotent, [Q, S] % Q, so [Q, x] < [Q, S] n Q -c Q. By the choice of (2, 
NG( [Q, x] )/CG( [Q, x] ) is a p-group, so that [Q, x, x] = 1, and hence 
[Q, x] = 1 [6, Theorem 5.3.61, a contradiction 
Suppose that (ii) holds. We prove by induction on [IS: Q] that (iii) 
holds. When Q = S, we have N,(Q) = QC,(Q), and (iii) holds. Suppose 
that Q < S and that (iii) holds for subgroups, R, of S with [S: R] < [S: Q]. 
Choose gE G with Q”cS. Let U=N,(Q). Then U>Q. Let 
TES~~,(N,(Q)) with Ud T and let V~syl,(G) with Td V. For some 
x E G, V-x = S, so that U, Ux < S, and by the induction hypothesis x = cs for 
some CE C,(U), some SE S. Then Q-‘= Q’ and N,(Q”j Z TX, so 
N,(Q”) E Syl,(N,(Q”)) and Ns(Q) E Syl,(N,(Q)). Similarly, N,(Qgj E 
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Syl,(N,( Q”)). Then N,( Qg)2 ~ ’ E Syl, (MG( Q)), so IV,(Q”)“-’ = lVs( Q jh for 
some h E IV:,(Q). Then N,(Q), Ns(Q)hg < S so that kg = c,sl for some 
c, E C,(lV,(Q)) some s1 E S, by the induction hypothesis. Then 
gs-‘-WQ) (=G(Q)Ns(Q) as N,(Q) E Syl,( lVG( Q)) and NG( Q)/C,( Q) 
is a p-group). Thus g E C,(Q) S, as required. 
Suppose that (iii) holds. Now End,,(kGS) has the natural k-basis 
A 
(o,: XE S\G/S}, w h ere o,(S) = SxS. We first prove that for any x E G 
we can choose an element c E SxS with S n c,!W ’ = C,(c). Let 
Q=SnxS.lc-‘. Th en Q, Q2” < S, so we may write x = cu for some 
ceC,(Q), some UES. Then SncSc-‘=Sn.xS,u-‘=Q<C,(c)d 
Sn cSc-‘, so C,(c)= SncSc-‘. Now we have (CsES:,-S(C)~~~-l). S= 
~sEs;sccsc~~;scS=~ Thus ~,-I=~~(~~~~~~~(~)scs-‘), and ~~ is sur- 
jective, as x was arbitrary. 
Suppose that (iv) holds. Now k is a summand of Indg(k) and corre- 
sponds to the idempotent, e, of End,,(kGS) with e(S) = ([G: S] lk) -‘G. 
Since ts is surjective, there is an idempotent f, of kGS with as(f) = e. Then 
f”$=Sf’=([G:S] lli)-‘G so (as S”=$Sf=fS=([G:S] lk)-%. 
Now fkG is a projective left kS-module (since f E kGS and fkG is a 
summand of kG as a kS-module), so is free (as S is a p-group). Since 
sfkG=kc, it follows that dim,(fkG)= ISI. Similarly, dim,(kGf)= ISI. 
However, we note that kG=fkGf@fkG(l-f)@(l-f)kGf@(l-f) 
kG( 1 -f) as left kS-module. Thus fkGf is a projective left kS-module, and 
dim,(fkGf)b ISJ. Thus fkGf=fkG=kGA and kG=fkGf@(l -f) 
kG( 1 -f ), so f E Z(kG). 
Now kGf is an indecomposable left kc-module (since dim,(kGf) = ISI, 
and any summand of kGf is projective). Thus f is a primitive idempotent of 
kG.Letxbeap’-elementofG,andlete,=(I(x)l l,,j-‘2whereX=(x). 
Then ef = e, and e,Y fG = e,G = G, so e, f # 0. Since f is primitive in kG: we 
have e, f =f (as e, f =fe,). Now f E Z(kG), and xe, = e, so that xu = u for 
all ZI E kGJ Since kGf is a free left kS-module, no non-trivial p-element of G 
acts as the identity on kGJ; so that G has a normal p-complement. (The 
arguments of this paragraph evolved from an argument of J. L. Alperin). 
Assume that (iv) holds, and that x, xg E S for some g E G, some s E S. 
Then g=su for some SE S, some UE O,.(G). Then ~rx~= 
x~‘x~(x~)-‘(~~)~, and (x’)-‘(x’)~ E Sn O,.(G) = 1,. Thus xg = xs and (iv) 
implies (i). 
Remarks. Using similar methods, it is possible to prove that if H is a 
subgroup of G with S d H and crH: kGH + End,,(kGAj is surjective, then 
P(G) n H= W(H). We outline the arguments. Arguments similar to those 
above show that there is an idempotent fe kGH with ffi= fif= 6. Then 
kGOP( H) f is an OP( H)-projective right kH-module (for it is a summand of 
kGO”(H), which (as a right H-module) is isomorphic to a direct sum of 
%copies of Ind&H, (k)) and may be viewed as a projective right H/OJHj- 
module. Since dim,(k-G@) = 1: we see that icG@(H)f has dimension 
[H: @(H)]. When x is a p-regular element of G, and e, is defined as 
before, we see that e,icG@‘(H)f is a summand of kGOP(W)f (as right icH- 
module) (and is not zero since e,Gf = G). Thus e,kGOP(Hjf = kGO”(Nj/; 
so s acts trivially from the left on kG@(Hjf (as -Ye.: = e,). Thus OP(G) acts 
trivially on kGO”(H)f: The result now follows (for note that 
Res$kGV’(H)f) is isomorphic to Ind&,,(k) as a kft kH-module, 
whereas @‘(,G) n H acts trivially on kGO”(Hjfj. 
See also Proposition 2.7 of [l]. 
2. SIMPLICIAL Cokf~~~xEs 
2.1 On n Theorem of Webb 
In this section, we show that the theorem of Burry, Carlson, and Puig 
(e.g., [2]) fits well into an observation of Quillen [S] to provide a new 
proof of a theorem of Webb [lo]. In fact, Webb’s result was more general 
than Corollary 2.2 below, but he has pointed out to us that the methods 
below can be easily adapted to recover the full strength of his result. 
Recently, P. Sin has shown that Corollary 2.2 can be used to give proofs of 
induction theorems (such as Conlon’s induction theorem), whereas Webb’s 
original proof required Conlon’s induction theorem. 
The link between simplicial complexes and permutation modules is 
provided by the fact that the chain groups associated to the simpliciai 
complexes -we consider are essentially permutation modules. 
Let G, p, S be as before. Let A, denote the simplicial complex whose 
rr-simplices are ordered chains of non-identity p-subgroups of the form 
Q,<Ql< .-. < Q, (strict inequalities j. Of course, G acts naturally by con- 
jugation on Ap. For technical convenience, let R denote a complete discrete 
valuation ring of characteristic 0 such that R/J(R)( =k, say) is algebraically 
closed of characteristic p, and R contains a primitive [Gjth root of unity. 
The next result makes use of Quillen’s observation that whenever Q is a 
non-trivial p-subgroup of G, A; is contractible. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Q be a non-trkial p-subgroup of G, and let N= N,(Q). 
Then (in the Green ringfor RN, R+C.Ed;:S(-l)!C/Ind$~(R)=O. 
Prooj Given a chain, C, = Q, < Q, .. . < Qk in A$ with Q $ QicF we 
pair its N-orbit with the N-orbit of C’ = Q0 < Q, . .. < Q, < QkQ. After 
noting that NC= IV,., the N-orbits of C and C’ taken together make no 
contribution to the above virtual module, so we delete these orbits. This 
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procedure deletes all N-orbits of chains whose last term does not contain Q 
and all orbits of chains of the form Q, < Q, . . . < & _ i < Qk- i Q where 
Q & Qk- i, but no other N-orbits of A;. 
Now if C=Q,<Q,... < Qk is a chain in a remaining orbit, we can pair 
its N-orbit with the N-orbit of C’ = Q,, < .. . < Qk- 1 Q < Qk (for, again, 
N, = NC). Proceeding in this manner, we can delete all N-orbits of chains 
in A: in which some term does not contain Q, but no other orbits. 
Given a chain C=Qo<Q,... < Qk in a remaining orbit, but with 
Q0 # Q, we can pair its orbit with the orbit of C’ = Q < Q, . . . < Qk. This 
deletes all but R-Indz(R) from the above virtual module (from the con- 
tributions of the empty chain and the chain Q), and so the virtual module 
is 0, as required. 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Webb [IO]). R + &edp:G (- l)lc’ Ind,$(R) is a uir- 
tual projectice module (in the Green ring for RG). 
Proof: We show that whenever Q is a non-identity p-subgroup of G, the 
above virtual module involves no summand with vertex Q. In general, by 
the Burry, Carlson, Puig theorem [2], when M is an (R-free, finitely 
generated) RG-module, the summands of M with vertex Q are in bijection 
with the summands of ResC,,,,(M) with vertex Q. Thus it suffices to check 
that Resz(R + Ccc dp/G ( - 1 )‘“I Ind&( R)) involves no summand with 
vertex Q (where N= NC(Q)). 
Consider ResG,(Ind&(R)). This is the permutation module afforded by 
the action of N on the G-orbit of the chain C, so is equal to 
c CIEA:N Ind’&(R) (where ,4 is the G-orbit of C). Now unless Q< NC, 
Ind&,(R) has no summand with vertex Q. Thus the summands of 
Resg.(Ind&(R)) with vertex Q are the summands of &EA~!,%7 Ind&(R) 
with vertex Q. 
We are left, then, to consider the summands with vertex Q occurring in 
R-+X CEd~iN (-l)lcl Ind&(R). By Lemma 2.1, there are no such sum- 
mands. The proof of Corollary 2.2 is complete. 
Remarks. The reader may care to check that arguments imilar to those 
of this section can be used to prove that when A is the simplicial complex 
associated to the partially ordered set of solvable non-identity subgroups 
of G, then the virtual module Z + ,&Ed+ (- l)lcl Ind&(Z) is a virtual 
locally free module (i.e., for any prime p, the virtual module 
Z(P) + CCE‘VG (- l)lcl Ind&(Z,,,) is a virtual projective module). 
We also draw to the reader’s attention another consequence of Quillen’s 
observations in [g]. If we let AJ, denote the simplicial complex associated 
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to the partially ordered set of non-trivial elementary Abelian p-subgroups 
of G, then we have 
R + c (- l)lc’ Ind&(R) = R + x (- l)“! Ind&(R). 
CE A&G CE A;,G 
The argument to prove this is rather similar to Lemma 2.1. Choose a 
non-trivial p-subgroup, Q, of G which is not elementary -4belian. Consider 
the contribution to the virtual module (on the left) above from chains 
ending with conjugates of Q. Choose a representative of each G-orbit (of 
such chains) which ends with Q. 
Given such a chain, say C = Q,, < Q, . . . < Q,( = Q j but with @(Q) & 
en--L, we can pair its G-orbit with the G-orbit of C’= Q, < . ~. < 
Qn_ I < Qnel Q(Q) < Q, (note that G,dN,(Q) <N,(@(Q))j. Proceeding 
as in Lemma 2.1, we can eliminate orbits of such chains in which not every 
term contains Q(Q), and then pair off the remaining chains by introducing 
O(Q) to those which do not start with Q(Q). This shows that 
chains ending with conjugates of Q make no contribution to R + 
&-EA,!G ( - 1)“’ IndZcW). 
(This fact has already been noted by Thevenaz and Webb, via a different 
proof. ) 
2.2 On a Conjecture of Quillen 
The main tool of this section is a simple, yet powerful, observation. Part 
(i) of the next result strengthens an unpublished result of J. Thevenaz 
(which dealt with the case when X is a q-group for some prime q Zp). We 
are grateful to Thtvenaz for pointing out that it was possible to improve 
from X Brauer elementary to X hyperelementary in Proposition 2.3 below 
(we had originally only proved the result for X Brauer elementary). 
We recall that a finite group X is said to be hyperelementary if for some 
prime q and some cyclic subgroup N<X, W/N is a q-group. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that there is a hyperelementary p’-subgroup 
X, qf G which normalizes no non-trivial p-subgroup qf G. Then: 
6) R + CCE AplG (- 1)“’ Ind&(R) # 0 in the Green ring for RG. 
(ii) For some maximal Abelian p-subgroup, A, of G and some g E G, 
AnAg= 1,. 
(iii) The simplicial complex A, is not contractible. 
Proof. (i) Let (v) be a normal q’-subgroup of X with X/(y) a 
q-group for some prime q( #p). Then whenever T is a proper subgroup 
of X, we have Ind$( 1,) [y] = qm, for some integer mT (depending 
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on T). (For if J’ $ T, then Ind;( l=) [I;] = 0, whilst if y E T, then 
Ind$(l,)[y] = [X: T], a power of 4.) Thus 1, cannot be written as a 
Z-linear combination of non-trivial permutation characters of X. 
However, if R + Ccsn+ ( - 1 )I’ Ind&( R) = 0, then using Mackey 
decomposition, we have 
By the remarks above, there is some chain CE Ap and some u E G with 
X< (G,)U. However, for this C, we have OJG,) # 1 so X normalizes the 
non-trivial p - group O,(G,), a contradiction. 
(ii) By the remarks at the end of Section 2.1, we have 
R+ 2 (-l)lclInd&(R)=R+ 2 (-l)l”Ind&(R), 
CeAr.‘G CeA;;G 
and these expressions are non-zero by (i). 
By Corollary 2.2, there is some CE Ai such that Indg,(R) has a projec- 
tive summand. Let E be the last term of the chain C, and let A be a 
maximal Abelian p-subgroup of G containing E. Then A < G,. By a result 
of Scott [9], there is some gEG with p/‘(Gcn (GC)gl. In particular, 
AnP=l,. 
(iii) Suppose that the simplicial complex A, is contractible. Then in 
the Grothendieck group of the category of finitely generated kG-modules 
the class of the virtual module k + Cc. Ap;G (- 1 )I”’ Ind$(k) is the class of 
the zero module (since it is the class of an alternating sum of reduced 
homology modules associated to Jp). Hence, in the Green ring for kG, 
k+C CeAp:G ( - 1 )‘“I In%,(k) . 1s a virtual projective kG-module whose 
Brauer character is zero, so is the zero module by the non-singularity of the 
Cartan matrix. Hence we see that R + CcG A,:G ( - l)lc’ Ind&(R) = 0 in the 
Green ring for RG, contrary to (i). 
COROLLARY 2.4. If the simplicial complex A, is contractible, then ecery 
hyperelementary p’-subgroup qf G normalizes some non-trit:iaI p-subgroup 
of G. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be a hyperelementary p’-subgroup qf G, and let Q 
be a maximal X-incariant p-subgroup of G (possibly X = lG). Suppose that 
Q > S’ (in particular, this applies ifs is Abelian). Then Q is a vertex of some 
indecomposable summand of Ind,G( R). 
ProoJ: By the Burry, Carlson, Puig theorem [2], it suffices to prove 
that Q is a vertex of some indecomposable summand of Indt(R) (where 
N= NG(Q)j (f or note that Qas). Thi-; is equivaknt :o provkg thar 
IndTs(R) has a projective summand. By Proposition 2.3 there is such a 
summand, because S/Q is Abelian, and the hyperelementary $-subgroup 
XQ!Q normalizes no non-trivial p-subgroup of I~!‘Q (by the maximality of 
Q) (let % = N:Q, etc. Then for some CE d,(lV), In<;,(R) has a projective 
summand. We may assume that s< i%ic. Then fndcc(R) is a summand of 
Ind$(Rj: since p,k[mc: S]). 
Remark. The condition of Corollary 2.4 is very restrictive when 
O,(G) = I,, but we give an example to show that it can sometimes hold in 
that situation. Readers familiar with regular orbit theory of solvable groups 
will recognise that the example exploits highly atypical behaviour amongst 
solvable groups. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = A x B: where A is the semi-direct product of Z, x Z5 
acted on naturally by a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(2: 3), and B is the semi- 
direct product of Z5 x Z, acted on naturally by a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
GL(2, 5). 
There are two types of maximal hyperelementary subgroups of odd order 
of G: one of type O,(A)x (b) for ~EU,(B)“, and one of type 
(ajxOJB) for aEO;(A)“. Let SESylz(Aj, TESyl,(Bj. For aE0,(A)*5 
SnS”f I (as ISI’> IAI) and a centralizes Sr?S” so (a} x O,!B) nor- 
malizes Sn S”. Similarly, for be O,(B)“, U;(A) x {S) normalizes Tn 7” 
and Tn Tb i 1 (as I T12 > IBI). Thus every hyperelementary 2’-subgroup of 
G normalizes some non-trivial 2-subgroup of G. However, we see that 
O,(G) = 1,. 
Our next result illustrates how Corollary 2.4 may be combined with 
techniques of local group-theoretic analysis to show that d,(G) is not 
contractible in some cases. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a finite group with O,.(G) = 1,. Suppose that 
whenever L is a component of G, L/Z(L j is a simple group of characteristic 
2-type. Let p be an odd prime: Then one qf the followirzg occurs. 
(i) Some hyperelementaq? p’-subgroup ef F*(G) normalizes no non- 
trivial p-subgroup of G (so, in particular, 6,(G) is not contractible). 
(ii) p = 3, and G/Z(F*(G)) has at least fire components isomorphic to 
M1,. 
(iii j p = 3, and G/Z(F*(G)) has at least five componenrs isomorphic io 
5L(3, 3). 
Remarks. We recall that a non-trivial subgroup, I., of the group G is 
said to be a component of G if L = L’, L/Z(L) is simple, and L < 0 G. It is 
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known that distinct components of G centralize each other, and that if L is 
a component of G normalizing the subgroup, N, of G with L & IV, then 
[L,N] = 1,. 
The generalized Fitting subgroup of G, denoted by F*(G), is I;(G). E(G) 
where E(G) is the central product of all components of G, and F(G) is the 
largest nilpotent normal subgroup of G. One of its most important proper- 
ties is that C,(E*(G))<E*(G) for any finite group G (analogous to the 
well-known property of F(G) when G is solvable). 
There are various definitions of characteristic 2-type groups. We say a 
simple group H is of characteristic 2-type if whenever Y is a non-trivial 
2-subgroup of H and U= O,(N,( Y)), then C,(U) c U. The “generic” 
example of such a group is a finite group of Lie type in characteristic 2, but 
several of the sporadic simple groups are of characteristic 2-type according 
to this definition. 
We give an example to show that exceptions such as those listed in parts 
(ii) and (iii) can occur. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = A x B, where is a semi-direct product of Z’s acted on 
naturally by a Sylow 3-subgroup of @L(6,2), and where B = SL(3,3) - Sg. 
We note that IAl = 2’j 034, and that F*(G) is a direct product of O,(A) with 
a direct product of 9 components, each isomorphic to SL(3,3). We note 
also that a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL(3, 3) normalizes a non-trivial 
3-subgroup of SL(3, 3) (since a maximal parabolic subgroup of SL(3,3) of 
the form 
a * * 1 I 0 M 0 
(where a # 0, and det M = a- ‘) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL(3,3) 
and normalizes the 3-group consisting of the upper uni-triangular matrices 
of the form 
1 010  1 0 * * 1 I) . 
Suppose that X is a hyperelementary 3’-subgroup of F*(G) which 
normalizes no non-trivial 3-subgroup of G. Let rrr, rr2 denote the natural 
projections from G onto A, B, respectively. Then X< rrr(X) x rc2(X) so that 
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rcr(X) normalizes no non-trivial 3-subgroup of A and 7c2(X) normalizes no 
non-trivial 3-subgroup of B. Thus rc,(X) is not cyclic (for any a E U,(A)” 
we have Tn T” # 1 for TE Syl,(A) (as 1 T!* > IA/), and a centralizes 
Tn T”). Also, n?(X) is not a 2-group (since a Sylow 2-subgroup of B 
normalizes a non-trivial 3-subgroup of B). 
Since !SL(3, 3)l = 24. 33. 13, and since 02, (X) is a cyclic 3’-group (as X 
is a 3’-group and X has non-cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups): O,.(X) is cyclic of 
order 13. Now O,(X) must project non-trivially onto each component of G 
(for if O,.(X) projects trivially onto L, then [L, O,, (X)] = 1, and a Sylow 
2-subgroup of n*(X) normalizes some non-trivial 3-subgroup of L, say Y, 
and then Y is X-invariant). 
It is convenient to identify E(G) with external direct product of 9 copies 
of a group L g X43,3). Let u E L be of order 13. Replacing X by a con- 
jugate, if necessary, we may assume that a generator of O,.(X) has the form 
(2.P’: P, . ..) zP) where 1 < ni < 12, for each i. Since [NL((ti)): (u)] = 3, 
[NE&OZ(X)): O,(X)] = 3.13*, so that rrJX)= O,.(X). 
Since the non-trivial powers of u fall into four conjugacy classes under 
the action of NL( (u)), at least three of ZP . . . zP9 are NJ (u j)-conjugate. 
Replacing X by a conjugate (and possibly replacing u by another generator 
of (u)) we may assume that u = u”’ = zl”l= zP, and we do. 
Now, however, X normalizes the non-trivial 3-group (a), where r~ E B is 
an element of order 3 satisfying (x,, x~, x3, . . . . x9)” = (xz7 x3, x,, :c4, x5, x5: 
x7, XQ, xg) for (x1 . . . . x~)EE(G). This contradiction shows that every 
hyperelementary 3’-subgroup of P*(G) normalizes a non-trivial 3-subgroup 
of G. 
We break the proof of Theorem 2.6 down via a series of lemmas. These 
lemmas are (at most) minor variants of known results: but it is convenient 
to collect them together here. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let H be a finite simpIe group of characteristic q-type= 
Suppose that a Sylow q-ssubgroup, Q, of H has a non-cyclic Abelialz normai 
subgroup. Then Q normalizes no non-triGa q’-subgroup of H. 
Proof. (The proof is distilled from parts of the proof of the Thompson 
transitivity theorem.) By assumption, there is some elementary Abelian 
(non-cyclic) normal subgroup, B, of Q. It readily follows that there is a 
subgroup A 0 Q with A < B and IA 1 = q2. Let T be a Q-invariant q’-sub- 
group of H. Then (by [6, Theorem 3.3.3]), T= (C,(a): aE A#). 
We may choose u E (A n Z(Q)) +. Then Q E Syl,( C,( u)), so that 
O,(C,(u))c Q. Now Q normalizes CAU), so that [O,(C,(u)), C,(U)] d 
@,( C,(U)) n C,(U) = 1. Thus CAU) = 1 (since H has characteristic q-type). 
Since T = (CA(a): a E A# j, we may (and do) assume that A & Z(Q). 
For a E A\,Z(Q), and for u as above, we have C,(a) = [C,(a), u] (for u 
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normalizes the q’-subgroup C,(a) and C&V) = iG). Since IAl = q2. we have 
[Q: Cc(a)] = q. Let I’= O,(C,(a)), and let A* = Z(C,(aj). Then 
(a: 11) <A*. 
Now let R E Syl,(C,(aj) with C,(a) 6 R. Then [R: Cn(cr)] d q, so that 
A*char C,(a)a R, and A* a R. In particular, since V< R, we have 
A*WC,(u). 
We will prove that C,(u) = 1. Since a was an arbitrary element of 
A\Z( Q) (and since C,(u) = 1 for all UE Z(Q)“) we have T= 
(C,(a): a E A#) = 1 as required. It suffices to show that [V, C=(a)] = 1 
since H has characteristic q-type. In fact, it suffices to prove that 
[V, CT(a)] 6 Vn A*, (for then we have [V, C,(a), CT(a)] d 
[ Vn A*, Cr(a)] 6 Vn C,(a) = 1, and it then follows that [V. C,(a)] = 1 
(as 1’ is a q-group, and C’,(a) is a q’-group)j. 
Now <C,(a), V, A*) dN,( P’n A*), and we have [C,(a), V, A*] d 
Vn A*, [V, A*, C,(a)] < [ Vn A*, CT(a)] < Vn A* so: by the three sub- 
groups lemma [6, Theorem 2.2.31 [A*: C,(a), V] < Vn A*. Now 
[A*. C7(a)] 2 [u, C,(a)] = C,(a), so that [C,(a), V] ,< Vn A*, as 
required to complete the proof. . 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let H be a finite simple group qf characteristic 2-type. 
Suppose that some Sylo~ 2-subgroup, Q. oJ’ H normalizes a non-tricial sub- 
group, X say, of odd order. Then X is a 3-group, and H 2 Ml1 or SL(3,3 ). 
Proqf By Lemma 2.7, every Abelian normal subgroup of Q is cyclic. By 
[6, Theorem 54.91 (and a little thought), Q is dihedral or semi-dihedral 
(by the BrauerSuzuki theorem, Q cannot be generalized quaternion). If Q 
is dihedral, then IQ/ 2 16. 
Suppose that Q is dihedral. Then for t E Q*, C,(t) has a normal 2-com- 
plement [6, Theorem 7.7.31 so that C,(t) is a 2-group, as H has charac- 
teristic 2-type. However, since Q has a subgroup, A, of type (2.2). we have 
X= (C,(t): t E A ’ ) = 1, a contradiction. Thus Q is semi-dihedral. By (for 
example) Thompson’s transfer lemma, all involutions of H are conjugate 
(as Q has a cyclic subgroup of index 2). 
Let t E Z(Q)“, V= O,(C,(t)). Then C,( V)c V, and C,(t)/V is 
faithfully represented on v,!@( 1’). Now G(V) char VQQ, so 
Z(Q) n @(V) # 1, and te @(V) (as lZ(Q)I = 2). Since V/(t) is dihedral, 
[I/: @( V)] < 4. Thus C,(t)jV is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2,2), and 
C,(t) is a {2,3}-group. 
Since Q has a subgroup, A, of type (2, 2), it now follows that X is a 3- 
group (for let r be a prime different from 3. Let TE Syl,(X) be A-invariant. 
Then T= (C,(a): UE,~*). Since C,(a) is a {2,3)-group for all UEA*, 
T= 1 j. Also, it follows that C,(a) # 1 for some a E A # (since Xf l), so 
that C,,(t)/Vz GL(2. 2). 
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Now I<:( r> must be elementary Abelian of order 4 (for if K!(t) is cyclic 
or dihedral of order 8 or more, then Aut( E(t) j is a 2-group, whilst 
t E Q(V) and some element of order 3 of C,(t) induces a non-trivial 
automorphism of V.‘@J( I’). Thus j C,( t)l = 48, and C,( t)l( r) 2 S,. It now 
follows from a Theorem of Wong [ 111 that Hz M,r or X(3, 3j. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let Y = XL, where L4 Y, L is a simple group of charm- 
teriztic q-type, and where X is a q’-group. Then ail q-local subgroups of Y are 
q-constrained. 
Proo$ Let Q be a non-trivial q-subgroup of Y (so Q < Lj. Let 
TE Syl,(O,.~~,(N,(Q)j). We need to show that Z(T)E Syl,(C.(T)j 
(equivalently, we need to show that the generalized Fitting subgroup of 
N,(Qj,:O,,(iV,(Q)) is a q-group!. 
Suppose that NJQ)/O,~(N,(Qj) has a component, K say, let D be a 
subnormal subgroup of NY(Q) which is minimal subject to D,:O,,.(Dj~K, 
Then D= D’ (since K=K’) and D = Oq’(D) (as K= 0” (K)) (O*‘(Dj 
denotes the subgroup of D generated by all q-elements of Dj, 
NOW D = Oy’( D) < Oy’( Yj < L; SO D < NL( Q j. Then D C < NL(Q j, and 
O,.(D) < O,(Xi(Q)) = 1 (as L has characteristic q-type). Thus D FZ KY and 
D is a component of NL(Q), a contradiction, as [D? O,(NL(Qjj] = 1. and 
L has characteristic q-type). 
LEMMA 2.10. Let H be a finite group. r be a prime, K be a proper mb- 
group of H rc.ith r 1 [H: K]. Let Q E Syl,(Kj, and sup-pose rhat N,(R) 
d K ;\Aenecer 1 # R < Q and NB( R) E Syl,(;z’,( R j j. Then K is strong!; 
r-embedded in H. 
Proof. We prove that r 11 K n Kg1 for g E H\K. 
Suppose that this is not the case, and choose g E H’>,,K so that [Kn Kg!, is 
as large as possible. Let R E Syl,( K n Kg). 
For some k E K, Tk < Q, and Tk < Kn Kgk, so we may suppose that 
T< Q. NOW T# Q, for otherwise Q, Qgp ’ < K, so that (2”-’ = Q” for some 
k E K, and icgE N,(Qj ( <K by hypothesis) so g E K, a contradiction. Let 
R E Syl,(N,( Tj). Then R > T. Choose SE Syl,(N,( T) j with R < S. For 
some x E H7 S” < Q. Then R < K n K-‘-‘, so x E K (by the choice of T). Wow 
T” < Q and Na( T”) d S”, so N,( T” j E Syl, (N,( T”)). By hypothesis: 
N,( T j d K, so NJ T) d K, as x E K. 
A similar argument shows that N,(Tgmij) < K. Now, hovvever, 
R. Rgp i 6 K, so that R < Kn Kg, a contradiction, as R > T. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let G be as in the statement of the Theorem. Let 
Z= 02(Gj c E(G) (equivalently, Z= Z(F*(G)j. Then it is an easy (and 
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well-known) consequence of the three subgroups lemma that 
F*(G/Z= F*(G)/Z: 
Case 1. p # 3. 
Let X be a Sylow 2-subgroup of F*(G). We claim that any X invariant 
p-subgroup of G centralizes F*(G), so lies in (F*(G)), so is trivial, as 
Z( F*(G)) is a 2-group and p is odd. 
By the remarks above, we may assume that Z= 1, so that 
E*(G) = O,(G) x E(G), so we do. Thus the components of G (if there are 
any) are simple. 
Let P be an X-invariant p-subgroup of G. Then [O,(G), P] < 
[A’, P] <P, so that [O,(G), P] d O,(G)n P= 1,. Let L be a component of 
G, and let U= Xn L (so UE Syl,(L)). Then [P, U, U] d [P, F*(G), L] 
<L. Thus [P, U, U] is a U-invariant p-subgroup of L. By Corollary 2.8, 
[P, U, U] = 1, so [P, U] = 1. Then for .x E P, U 6 L n L”, so that L = L” 
(as L n L”aL): Hence P normalizes L. By Lemma 2.9, the 2-local sub- 
groups of PL are 2-constrained. 
Let R be a subgroup of U (with R # 1) for which N,(R) E SylZ(NPL(R)). 
We claim that P6 OZs(NPL(R)). This follows from [6, Theorem 8.1.11, 
since [NJ R), P] = 1 and NJ R) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Ox z(NPAR)). 
Now [N,(R), P] d Ln O,,(N,,(R)) < O,.(N,(R)) = 1 (as L is of 
characteristic 2-type). Thus NPL(R) = PN,(R) 6 PC,(P). By Lemma 2.10, 
PC,(P) is strongly embedded in PL. From [7, Sect. 2.6, p. 891, we have 
02, (PC,(P)) < O,.(PL), so that P < O,.(PL) (for certainly P < O,, 
W,(P)))9 and hence [P, L] = 1. Since L was arbitrary, we have 
[P, F*(G)] = 1, as required to complete the proof in case 1. 
Case 2. p = 3. 
Using Lemma 2.8, the proof used in case 1 is valid for p = 3, unless G/Z 
has some components isomorphic to M,, or to SL(3,3). Suppose then that 
GjZ has such compqnents, but at most four components isomorphic M,, 
and at most four components isomorphic to SL(3,3). We produce a 
hyperelementary 3’-subgroup, X, of G which normalizes no 3-subgroup of 
G, and which contains O,(G).‘We may as well suppose that Z= 1, so we 
do. 
Then we may write F*(G) = O,(G) x A x B x C where A is a direct 
product of copies of M,,, B is a direct product of copies of SL(3, 3), C is a 
direct product of simple groups, none of which is isomorphic to M,, or 
SL(3, 3). 
We define X= Oz(G) x X, x X, x X,, where X, E Syl,( C), X, is cyclic of 
order dividing 55, X, is cyclic of order 13. We define 
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XI = (a> ifArM,, \ where a E M, I 
XI = <ia, a)> ifAZM,,xM,, I has order 1 I 
x,=((a, a,b)> if A 2 M,, x M,, x MI, ) 
! 
and bEM,, 
XI=((a,a,b, b)) if A 2 M,r x M,, x MI1 x M,, has order 5. 
We define 
x, = (c) ifB%SL(3,3) 
x2 = (fcv cl> if BE SL(3,3) x SL(3, 3) 
x2= (Cc, c, c2)> ifBrSL(3,3)xSL(3,3)xSL(3,3) 
X2=((ctc, c2,c2)) ifBzSL(3,3)xSL(3,3) 
(with obvious identifications). 
Suppose that X normalizes the 3-group T. Then the arguments of Case ! 
show that [O,(G), T] = [C, T] = 1. We note that X, normalizes no non- 
trivial 3-subgroup of A, and that X2 normalizes no non-trivial 3-subgroup 
of B. As in Case 1, we have [T, X,, X,] = 1 and [T, -X2, X,] = I. Thus 
[T, X,] = [T, X2] = 1, and [T, X] = 1. 
Suppose that T> 1. Choose t E T #. Then conjugation by t permutes the 
components of A and permutes the components of B. Since a and b are not 
conjugate within Aut(M,,) and c and c2 are not conjugate within 
Aut(SL(3, 3)), it follows easily that t normalizes each component of A x B. 
Also, t centralizes a Sylow 13-subgroup of each component of B: and either 
a Sylow 5-subgroup or a Sylow II-subgroup of each component of -4. 
Since t has order 3k, for some k>O, and 3/[Aut(M,,): M,,], 
3/[Aut(SL(3, 3)): SL(3, 3)] (see Conway [3] for some properties of M,l)F 
t induces inner automorphisms on each component of A x B. 
Since the Sylow 5-subgroups of MI1 are self-centralizing (as are the 
Sylow 1 l-subgroups), and the Sylow 13-subgroups of SL( 3, 3) are self- 
centralizing, we must conclude that t centralizes each component of 
A x B. Thus [F*(G), T] = 1, a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is 
complete. 
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